**AF + Multi-Program Controller**

**Featuring:**

Multifunction programmer/ ramp controller. The AF+ has been specifically developed as a flexible control system for glass, ceramics and heat treatments kilns and furnaces.

The Auto Fire Plus features up to 9 user defined programs. Each program can contain up to 8 heating or cooling ramps, 8 target temperatures and 8 hold periods. Also features our safety backup circuit that constantly monitors the controller to ensure nothing irregular is happening and goes into safety shut down if a problem occurs. It can even overcome contactor or relay failure due to our safety ‘watch dog’ system thus overcoming most over fires. No melt downs or ruined ware.

Very Easy to Use and Fully Automatic.

**Simply Enter:**

i. How fast do you want to go?  
Ramp (DegC/hr)

ii. What Temperature do you want to reach?  
Temperature (Deg C)

iii. Do you want to hold (soak) at that temp?  
Optional (Hr:Min)

You can program anywhere from 1 to 8 stages. Ramps can also be down, so you can control cooling for things like glass or crystal glazes.

Has a delay start time to allow you to fire when electricity is cheaper

* Additional Wiring and Parts may be required to fit an existing Kiln

**Factory fitted as standard to all New Woodrow Kilns**

From **$979** inc GST